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The term ”virtual headphone” refers to specially designed loudspeaker systems aiming for transmission
characteristics equal to real headphones. Particularly of interest is the exact pre-filtering of the speaker
signals to compensate the effect of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) between loudspeakers and
ear canal. These so-called ”HRTF inverse filters” are dependent on geometrical conditions and so they
have to be updated with every head movement.
In order to avoid problematic adaptive HRTF inverse filtering, the real loudspeakers are replaced by
focussed sources generated according to the principles of Wave Field Synthesis (WFS). Head tracking
controlled adjustment of driving functions allows easy source movement and thus fixed source positions
in relation to the listener’s ears, providing stable virtual headphone reproduction. A single static HRTF
inverse filter network can be used. It is designed to ensure precise headphone equalization according to
ITU-R BS.708 and offers accurate reproduction of e.g. binaural signals.
A pilot study with a circular WFS array built in a panel above the listener’s head has verified the
functional capability of this concept.
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Introduction

HLL

Essentially, two electro-acoustical reproduction devices
have to be distinguished: headphones and loudspeakers. Although the transducer principles are similar, their
placement causes two different systems. For practical
purposes it is sometimes necessary to transform each
system into its counterpart, and suitable filters have
been proposed in the past.
On a simplified example the general aspects will be introduced: When audio signals are reproduced on two (or
more) loudspeakers, naturally their sound fields overlap. Each ear of a listener receives signals from both
(all) loudspeakers. Assuming a simple system with two
speakers and two ears in free-field conditions, 4 transfer functions can be specified. These transfer functions
are generally known as head-related transfer functions,
defined as follows:

HLR = HRL = 0
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HLL

HRL
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Figure 1: Transfer functions in case of headphone
(upper part) and loudspeaker reproduction (lower part)
ple. The input signal of the speaker to be simulated
goes into each headphone channel and is filtered with
the corresponding HRTF. For stable room-related localization of this virtual speaker the HRTFs have to
be readjusted when the listener turns or moves the head.
Supposing linear, time-invariant systems, further sources
can be added according to the superposition principle.
Practical methods are summed up as binaural technique
or binaural technology:

A head-related transfer function (HRTF) is a
transfer function that, for a certain angle of
incidence, describes the sound transmission
from a free field (plane wave) to a point in
the ear canal of a human subject.[1]
This means, a pair of (complex-valued) HRTFs defines
the transfer path between one sound source and both
eardrums, including diffraction, reflection, absorption,
and shadowing of sound waves by pinna, head, and body
causing frequency dependent filtering, as well as interaural time and level differences. All these are considered
to be essential cues for sound source localization, i.e. determination of the sound source’s position. For details
on this topic refer to [2], an elaborate treatise on HRTFs
and their measurement can be found in [1].
Headphones, in contrast, feature a high channel separation. In practice the direct transmission lines between
ear cup and ear (HLL , HRR ) will be characterized by
a certain headphone transfer function, but to simplify
matters, we suppose that they are equal to 1. As stated
in [4], this holds true for headphones equalized to a diffuse field according to [5]. Transfer functions to the
opposite ear (HLR , HRL ), in terms of communications
engineering commonly referred to as cross-talk, equal
zero (see Figure 1).

1.1

HRR

The definition of binaural technique may be
extended more generally to binaural technology as follows: Binaural technology is a
body of methods that involves the acoustic input signals to both ears of the listener
for achieving practical purposes, for example, by recording, analyzing, synthesizing,
processing, presenting, and evaluating such
signals.[3]
The compensation of headphone transfer functions by
splitting up the transmission chain into a recording (e.g.
dummy head) and a reproduction (e.g. headphones)
part was already addressed by Blauert. A possible solution, equalization of the interfaces to a diffuse field,
was proposed by Theile [4] and is also discussed in [2, 3]
and specified for headphones in [5]. Successfully implemented systems based on binaural technology were reported, for example, by Technische Universität Berlin,
Germany [6], or Institut für Rundfunktechnik, Munich,
Germany, together with Studer Professional Audio AG,
Zurich, Switzerland, and Ruhr-Universität, Bochum,
Germany [7].

Headphones → Loudspeakers

From a signal-theoretic point of view, the simulation of
loudspeaker reproduction via headphones is quite sim-
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1.2

audio signal input

Loudspeakers → Headphones

The creation of headphone transmission characteristics
on loudspeaker systems can be subdivided into two tasks:
first, cross-talk has to be cancelled and, second, the naturally occurring HRTF between source and ear has to be
compensated. This means, ideally, transfer functions to
the opposite ears have to equal zero, and equal one for
the direct transfer paths. Bauck and Cooper generalized this topic in 1996 and coined the term ”Transaural
Stereo” [8].
The problem is often formulated in matrix-vector notation. In our simplified case, the speaker output signals
yleft and yright for the creation of virtual headphones
can be calculated from the input signals xleft and xright
as follows:




yleft
xleft
= H −1
xright
yright

HRTF inverse filter (fixed)
WFS focussed source rendering (dynamic)

Htotal
a

HLR

HRR
tracking data
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Figure 2: Schematic of the virtual headphone concept:
A wave field synthesis renderer generates focussed
sources at a constant position in relation to the head.
The input signals are pre-filtered with a fixed HRTF
inverse network.
Indeed, this idea can be realized by means of sound
field reconstruction techniques. Building on physical
models, appropriate superposition of the fields radiated
by a number of secondary sources allows for simulating the sound field of e.g. a monopole source. One of
the established methods — wave field synthesis — enables the generation of so-called focussed sources, virtual
monopole sources generated in front of an array of loudspeakers [10]. They can be placed anywhere between
listener and array, and they even can be moved by simply adjusting the computation of the focus points.
These virtual monopole sources can be seen as a representation of real loudspeakers that are able to keep a
fixed position in relation to the ears of a moving head.
Building on that, a static network for HRTF inverse
filtering is sufficient, an adaptive system is not necessary. As the number of focussed sources is not restricted,
several of them might be placed around the listener at
optimum positions to improve stability and balance of
the presentation. Dependent on the array size it is also
possible to generate focussed sources for more than one
listener, offering an own virtual headphone for every person.
Instead of adaptive HRTF inverse filtering, movements
of the listener are compensated by dynamic sound field
reconstruction. Figure 2 outlines this concept: Two audio channels, left and right of the virtual headphone,
are pre-filtered by the HRTF inverse network. A wave
field synthesis renderer is updated with the current head
position and orientation delivered by a head tracking device and generates focussed sources at constant relative
positions. Ideally the transfer function Htotal equals one
for the direct paths from left and right input to left and
right ear, respectively, and zero for the cross-talk paths
from the left input to the right ear and vice versa.

The matrix H −1 is to be calculated as the inverse of
matrix H containing all HRTFs:


HLL HRL
H=
HLR HRR
The network H −1 applied to the speaker system is also
called cross-talk cancellation network. As this term is
somewhat misleading, because the procedure involves
not only cross-talk elimination but also HRTF compensation, the expression HRTF inverse filter — according
to the mathematical concept of inverting the matrix H
— will be used in this paper instead.
Numerous publications deal with problems of this concept. As HRTFs are dependent on the angle of incidence, a cross-talk cancellation network has to be updated with every head movement of the listener. In
practice this adaption is often causing problems, however, to give an example of application, the installation
of a dynamic cross-talk cancellation system in a virtual
reality environment at RWTH Aachen, Germany, has
been described recently [9].

2

HRL

Concept

As stated before, cross-talk cancellation can be problematic in practice. A network is valid for just one geometrical configuration of speakers and listener position.
Every modification, i.e. movement of the listener or the
speakers, causes altered HRTFs and so the filter has
to be recalculated by updating and inverting the matrix of HRTFs H. An obvious solution is, depending
on the range the listener is allowed to move, to either
record necessary HRTFs into a database or model them
in real-time.
In addition, head rotations are limited to the angle area
spanned by the speakers. This means, additional speakers are necessary for compensating full head rotations
[9].
This could be avoided only if the speakers somehow remain at a constant position in relation to the ears. Literally speaking, the following solution could be considered: the loudspeakers must be able to follow all head
movements.

3

Prototype

A pilot study was carried out at the Institut für Rundfunktechnik, Munich, Germany, to proof the practicability of the concept. For practical reasons it was decided
to design an array that can be mounted above the head.
In this case no speaker will obstruct the listener’s field
of vision.
For the reason of symmetry a circular loudspeaker array
was designed. Arranged in a circle of 1.0 m in diameter,
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Figure 3: Topview and section of the circular
prototype array. The 22 speakers generate virtual
monopole sources that remain at a close and constant
position in relation to the listener’s ears.
(All measures are given in cm)
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Figure 4: Magnitude plots of head-related transfer
functions of a real source (top) and a focussed source
(bottom), both placed at close distance to the head:
the graphs show a similar characteristic.
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Figure 5: Amplitude responses Htotal between audio
signal input and both ears. In each diagram the upper
curve represents the direct path, the lower one the
unwanted cross-talk, which is considerably attenuated.
mance of the HRTF inverse filter: both diagrams show
an attenuation of the unwanted signal (lower curves) of
10 to 20 dB in a frequency range up to about 7 kHz in
comparison to the direct path (upper curves). Additionally, as the utilized dummy head is equalized to a diffuse
field and the direct transmission paths are more or less
linear in the frequency domain, it can be inferred that
the virtual headphone is also equalized to a diffuse field,
according to [4, 5].

4.2

4.1
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frequency [Hz]

22 speakers (ø 8 cm) are built in a wooden panel without
enclosure. The whole panel measures 1.5 m in diameter
to avoid acoustic short circuit effects. Additionally, a
single driver (ø 20 cm) for low frequencies is placed in
the centre. The distance between panel and head does
not need to be clearly specified; for the experimental
setup the array was usually suspended at about 40 cm
above the listener and thus it is currently optimized for
this configuration (see Figure 3).
A separate channel including D/A-conversion and amplification exists for each speaker. Three optical ADAT
lines connect the array to the processing unit.
An electromagnetic motion tracking system (Polhemus
FASTRAK) continuously captures head position and
orientation of the listener. Based on this data the individual input signals for all 23 array speakers are calculated in realtime on a standard personal computer running with Linux operating system and a multi-channel
digital sound card (RME Hammerfall DSP 9652).
This prototype is capable of compensating full head rotations, but there are restrictions in lateral movements:
focussed sources cannot be generated anymore when one
of the listener’s ears leaves the area below the circle and
therefore movement is limited to a radius of about 40 cm.
Further technical details of the laboratory system are
also described in [11].
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Evaluation of the Prototype
Measurements

Measurements proved that the HRTF of a focussed source
generated by the circular array is similar to that of a
real source. Figure 4 exemplifies amplitude responses of
head-related transfer functions for a real and a focussed
source. For this plot, a small closed loudspeaker (ø 3 cm)
was placed at a short distance to a dummy head (Neumann KU 100) near the left ear and compared to a focussed source generated at the same position. Although
technical restrictions of wave field synthesis have a slight
influence, it can be stated that, in general, a focussed
source can replace a real loudspeaker: the theoretical
concept is verified.
Figure 5 illustrates the amplitude response of the transfer functions Htotal for both ears measured by means of
the mentioned dummy head. It indicates a good perfor-
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Psychoacoustic Experiments

A very characteristic attribute of headphone reproduction — often seen as undesiered side effect — is insidethe-head-locatedness (IHL) or intracranial locatedness
and corresponding effects of lateralization [2].
The psychoacoustic experiment shortly outlined in the
following, is based on the idea that these attributes can
be considered as an indicator for headphone reproduction. An experiment was designed to examine whether
the virtual headphone is able to produce similar auditory events according to reported experiments on lateralization [2, 12].
Four different groups of stimuli were tested: a pure
tone of 1 kHz, pink noise bandpassed between 200 and
10.000 Hz, one critical band wide noise around 1 kHz,
and a second one around 7 kHz. The stimuli were presented at seven different inter-aural level differences and
rated by 17 expert listeners (♀=4, ♂=13) without hearing disabilities, aged between 24 and 63 (ø=34).
The result is shown in Figure 6: negative values on the
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mensional auditory scenes, which are not disturbed by
headphones or visible speakers.
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